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LAPLACIAN OPERATORS AND Q-CURVATURE ON
CONFORMALLY EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS
A. ROD GOVER
Abstrat. A new denition of anonial onformal dierential
operators Pk (k = 1, 2, · · · ), with leading term a k
th
power of
the Laplaian, is given for onformally Einstein manifolds of any
signature. These at between density bundles and, more generally,
between weighted trator bundles of any rank. By onstrution
these fator into a power of a fundamental Laplaian assoiated to
Einstein metris. There are natural onformal Laplaian operators
on density bundles due to Graham-Jenne-Mason-Sparling (GJMS).
It is shown that on onformally Einstein manifolds these agree
with the Pk operators and hene on Einstein manifolds the GJMS
operators fator into a produt of seond order Laplaian type
operators. In even dimension n the GJMS operators are dened
only for 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2 and so, on onformally Einstein manifolds,
the Pk give an extension of this family of operators to operators
of all even orders. For n even and k > n/2 the operators Pk are
eah given by a natural formula in terms of an Einstein metri but
they are not natural onformally invariant operators in the usual
sense. They are shown to be nevertheless anonial objets on
onformally Einstein strutures. There are generalisations of these
results to operators between weighted trator bundles. It is shown
that on Einstein manifolds the Branson Q-urvature is onstant
and an expliit formula for the onstant is given in terms of the
salar urvature. As part of development, onformally invariant
trator equations equivalent to the onformal Killing equation are
presented.
1. Introdution
Conformally invariant operators with leading term a power of the
Laplaian ∆ have been a fous in mathematis and physis for over
100 years. The earliest known of these is the onformally invariant
wave operator whih was rst onstruted for the study of massless
elds on urved spae-time (see e.g. [14℄). Its Riemannian signature
ellipti variant, often alled the Yamabe operator, ontrols the trans-
formation of the Rii salar urvature under onformal resaling and
so plays a ritial role in the Yamabe problem on ompat Riemann-
ian manifolds. A onformal operator with prinipal part ∆2 is due
to Paneitz [30℄ (see also [31, 17℄), and sixth-order analogues were on-
struted in [2, 33℄. Graham, Jenne, Mason and Sparling (GJMS) solved
a major existene problem in [29℄ where they used a formal geometri
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onstrution (the Feerman-Graham ambient metri) to show the exis-
tene of onformally invariant dierential operators k (to be referred
to as the GJMS operators) with prinipal part ∆k. In odd dimensions,
k is any positive integer, while in dimension n even, k is a positive
integer no more than n/2. The k = 1 and k = 2 ases reover, respe-
tively, the Yamabe and Paneitz operators. Reently Gover and Hirahi
have shown that the GJMS result is sharp in the sense that on general
onformal manifolds there are no other onformal operators between
density bundles with leading term a power of the Laplaian [21℄.
Intimately linked to this family of operators is Branson's Q-urvature.
[5, 3℄. In partiular the onformal variation of Q is by the dimension
order GJMS operator ating linearly on the onformal fator and this
leads to a generalisation to higher even dimensions of the salar ur-
vature presription problem in dimension 2. This has motivated muh
reent ativity, see for example [11, 12, 13℄.
Reently Graham and Hirahi established [28℄ that the total metri
variation of
∫
Q is the onformally invariant obstrution tensor that
arises as an obstrution [18℄ to the Feerman-Graham ambient metri
onstrution. Sine the obstrution tensor vanishes on onformally
Einstein manifolds [28, 24℄ it follows that onformally Einstein metris
are ritial for
∫
Q. One of the main results here is a simple proof of
the following theorem whih shows that for the Q-urvature Einstein
metris have an elevated status from within a onformal lass.
Theorem 1.1. On a manifold of even dimension n and with an Ein-
stein metri g, the Q-urvature is onstant and given by
(1) Qg = (−1)n/2(n− 1)!
( Scg
n(n− 1)
)n/2
,
where Scg is the Rii salar urvature.
The proof uses another entral result of the artile, as follows.
Theorem 1.2. On an n-manifold with Einstein metri g the order 2k
GJMS operator is given by
(2) k =
k∏
l=1
(∆g − clSc
g),
where cl = (n + 2l − 2)(n − 2l)/(4n(n − 1)) and ∆
g = ∇a∇a is the
Laplaian for g.
Note that the left (i.e. l = 1) fator is the onformal Laplaian: Y =
∆g− (n−2)
4(n−1)
Scg. Observe also that for k < n/2 we have cl > 0 (1 ≤ l ≤ k)
and (for n even) cn/2 = 0.
There are obvious spetral appliations for Theorem 1.2, and its
generalisations disussed below. For example it follows that, in the
Einstein sale g, eah eigenfuntion for ∆g, with eigenvalue λ say, is an
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eigenfuntion for the GJMS operator k and the orresponding eigen-
value is then given expliitly in terms of Scg and λ via the formula (2).
In partiular, in the ompat Riemannian setting the eigenfuntions
of ∆g form a omplete spetral resolution and so the Theorem gives a
omplete spetral resolution of eah of the GJMS operators in terms
of this. We may alternatively rewrite the produt (2) in terms of the
onformal Laplaian Y and similar omments apply with Y replaing
∆g.
In the ases where k is not half the dimension then Qk :=
2
n−2k
k1
is sometimes known as the non-ritial Q-urvature and has a role of
yielding urvature presription problems that are higher order general-
isations of the lassial Yamabe problem [2, 3℄. From Theorem 1.2 this
is onstant on Einstein manifolds and given by
2
n−2k
∏k
l=1(−clSc
g).
Theorem 1.2 generalises in two ways. These are both aptured in the-
orem 3.4, at least given Theorem 3.3. The rst diretion is onerned
with the domain and range bundles. The GJMS operators are dened
in [29℄ as operators between density bundles. In [24℄ it is shown that
these operators generalise to onformally invariant Laplaian power
type operators between weighted trator bundles. A lass of these
is disussed in Theorem 3.2 below and we show that these operators
also fator in a way formally idential to the GJMS operators in The-
orem 1.2 above. Trator bundles are reduible but indeomposable
bundles with a natural onformally invariant onnetion and are inti-
mately linked to tensor bundles through the onnetion soldering form.
(The onformal trator onnetion is due to Cartan [7℄ and, indepen-
dently, Thomas [32℄. It was redisovered and put into a modern in
framework in [1℄. A omplete treatment and generalisations are given
in [9℄.) The point of the trator Laplaian operators developed in [24℄
is that they enable the onstrution of large lasses of other onfor-
mally invariant operators through the urved translation priniple of
Eastwood et al. [16, 15℄. Examples of suh translation onstrutions
are treated in for example [16, 23, 24℄. There is evidene [27℄ that
that every non-standard operator predited in [17℄ an be obtained via
translation from the Laplaian trators in [24℄. In any ase where op-
erators arise via translation from the operators of Theorem 3.2, then
Theorem 3.4 implies these dierential operators, between weighted ten-
sor or spinor bundles, will also fator in a way generalising Theorem
1.2.
The seond diretion of generalisation of Theorem 1.2 onerns the
order. Before we disuss this we need some denitions. In the setting
of (pseudo-)Riemannian geometry, we say that a dierential operator
between density or tensor bundles is a natural dierential operator if
it an be written as a universal polynomial in (Levi-Civita onne-
tion) ovariant derivatives with oeients depending polynomially on
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the metri, its inverse, the urvature tensor and its ovariant deriva-
tives. The oeients of natural operators are alled natural tensors.
In the ase that they are salar they are often also alled Riemannian
invariants. We say that a dierential operator is a onformally invari-
ant dierential operator if it is a natural operator in this way and is
well-dened on onformal strutures (i.e. is independent of a hoie of
onformal sale). Sometimes for emphasis we shall say suh operators
are natural onformally invariant dierential operators. As mentioned
above, in even dimensions natural onformally invariant operators with
leading term a power of the Laplaian only exist to order at most the
dimension. We show that on onformally Einstein even dimensional
manifolds the GJMS operators, and their generalisations (as in The-
orem 3.2), are extended to all orders by the operators Pk dened in
Setion 3. A qualiation is required: The extending operators Pk
are anonial and well-dened (i.e. they depend only on the onfor-
mal lass) on any onformally Einstein manifold, but at high order on
even manifolds they are not natural onformally invariant dierential
operators aording to the denition above.
Explaining this last subtle point brings us to the plan and strategy
of the paper. Eah Einstein metri orresponds (in a one-one way) to a
suitably generi parallel standard trator eld [20, 22℄ that we denote I
g
(or simply I if g is understood). Thus on a onformally Einstein man-
ifold one has (at least one) parallel trator eld. We an paraphrase
the main onstrution as follows (and see the remark after the proof
of Theorem 3.4 for a qualiation). The parallel trator I
A
ombines
with a basi tool of onformal geometry, the onformally invariant se-
ond order dierential trator D-operator DA, to give a fundamental
Laplaian I
ADA orresponding to eah Einstein metri. Taking this
Laplaian to the power k, for eah positive integer k, yields dierential
operators Pk of the form ∆
k+ lower order terms. Eah Pk ats on tra-
tor elds of weight k− n/2 and of any rank (inluding densities as the
low rank extreme). Thus, essentially by onstrution, the operators Pk
fator along the lines of Theorem 1.2. This is Theorem 3.4. It would
seem from this onstrution that eah Pk should depend on the par-
tiular Einstein metri g through the orresponding parallel trator Ig.
Remarkably it turns out that if g1 and g2 are onformally related Ein-
stein metris then they determine the same operator Pk. See Theorem
3.1. Thus Pk is a anonial objet on onformally Einstein strutures
in that it depends only on the onformal lass of onformally Einstein
metris. This surprising result is partly explained by Theorem 3.3.
The GJMS operators k and their generalisations 
0
k, as in Theorem
3.2, are natural onformally invariant (density-valued) operators and
therefore if g1 and g2 are onformally related then (
0
k)
g1 = (0k)
g2
.
(Naturality for operators between trator bundles is dened in setion
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3.) Theorem 3.2 shows that when the operator 
0
k exists (i.e. the di-
mension n is odd or, if n even, is suiently large relative to k) then
on onformally Einstein manifolds 
0
k agrees with Pk. Hene the laim
that the Pk extend the operators 
0
k. In the ases of even dimensions
and high k, where the operator 0k is not dened, one might onjeture
that the operator Pk is given by a natural formula whih, although not
onformally invariant in general, is onformally invariant on onfor-
mally Einstein strutures. In fat this is not the ase and the situation
is more subtle. In setion 4 we treat in detail the operator P3 on den-
sities. We see there that the existene of P3 in dimension 4 is linked to
a deliate identity on onformally Einstein manifolds whih relates the
Bah tensor to the Cotton tensor through the gradient of an Einstein
sale. There is no obvious way to eliminate the dependene on the
sale albeit that the onstrution is independent of whih onformally
related Einstein sale we hoose. (Note that, as Theorem 3.4 shows,
eah Pk an be expressed by a natural formula in terms of an Einstein
metri. However this formula is not generally onformally invariant.)
In summary the main results of this artile are Theorem 1.1, Theorem
3.1, Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. Note that in view of Theorem 3.3,
Theorem 1.2 above is a speial ase of Theorem 3.4.
In setion 2 we review the basi trator approah to onformal ge-
ometry before introduing some results relating the onformal Killing
eld equation to trator equations. See in partiular Lemma 2.1 and
Proposition 2.2. The latter of these plays a ruial role in the subse-
quent study of onformally related Einstein metris. See Theorem 2.4
and Proposition 2.5.
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2. Einstein metris and onformal geometry
2.1. Conformal geometry and trator alulus. We rst sketh
here notation and bakground for onformal strutures. Further details
may be found in [10, 23℄. Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension
n ≥ 3. Reall that a onformal struture of signature (p, q) on M is
a smooth ray subbundle Q ⊂ S2T ∗M whose bre over x onsists of
onformally related signature-(p, q) metris at the point x. Setions of
Q are metris g on M . So we may equivalently view the onformal
struture as the equivalene lass [g] of these onformally related met-
ris. The prinipal bundle π : Q →M has struture group R+, and so
eah representation R+ ∋ x 7→ x
−w/2 ∈ End(R) indues a natural line
bundle on (M, [g]) that we term the onformal density bundle E[w].
We shall write E [w] for the spae of setions of this bundle. Here and
throughout, setions, tensors, and funtions are always smooth. When
no onfusion is likely to arise, we will use the same notation for a bundle
and its setion spae.
We write g for the onformal metri, that is the tautologial setion
of S2T ∗M ⊗ E[2] determined by the onformal struture. This will
be used to identify TM with T ∗M [2]. For many alulations we will
use abstrat indies in an obvious way. Given a hoie of metri g
from the onformal lass, we write ∇ for the orresponding Levi-Civita
onnetion. With these onventions the Laplaian ∆ is given by ∆ =
gab∇a∇b = ∇
b∇b . Note E[w] is trivialised by a hoie of metri g from
the onformal lass, and we write ∇ for the onnetion orresponding
to this trivialisation. It follows immediately that (the oupled) ∇a
preserves the onformal metri.
Sine the Levi-Civita onnetion is torsion-free, its urvature Rab
c
d
(the Riemannian urvature) is given by [∇a,∇b]v
c = Rab
c
dv
d
([·, ·] indi-
ates the ommutator braket). The Riemannian urvature an be de-
omposed into the totally trae-free Weyl urvature Cabcd and a remain-
ing part desribed by the symmetri Shouten tensor Pab, aording to
Rabcd = Cabcd+2gc[aPb]d+2gd[bPa]c, where [· · · ] indiates antisymmetri-
sation over the enlosed indies. The Shouten tensor is a trae modi-
ation of the Rii tensor Ricab and vie versa: Ricab = (n−2)Pab+Jgab,
where we write J for the trae Pa
a
of P . The Cotton tensor is dened
by
Aabc := 2∇[bPc]a.
Under a onformal transformation we replae a hoie of metri g by
the metri gˆ = e2ωg, where ω is a smooth funtion. Expliit formulae
for the orresponding transformation of the Levi-Civita onnetion and
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its urvatures are given in e.g. [1, 23℄. We reall that, in partiular, the
Weyl urvature is onformally invariant Ĉabcd = Cabcd.
We next dene the standard trator bundle over (M, [g]). It is a
vetor bundle of rank n + 2 dened, for eah g ∈ [g], by [EA]g =
E [1] ⊕ Ea[1] ⊕ E [−1]. If ĝ = e
2Υg, we identify (α, µa, τ) ∈ [E
A]g with
(α̂, µ̂a, τ̂) ∈ [E
A]ĝ by the transformation
(3)

 α̂µ̂a
τ̂

 =

 1 0 0Υa δab 0
−1
2
ΥcΥ
c −Υb 1



αµb
τ

 ,
where Υa := ∇aΥ. It is straightforward to verify that these identi-
ations are onsistent upon hanging to a third metri from the on-
formal lass, and so taking the quotient by this equivalene relation
denes the standard trator bundle EA over the onformal manifold.
(Alternatively the standard trator bundle may be onstruted as a
anonial quotient of a ertain 2-jet bundle or as an assoiated bundle
to the normal onformal Cartan bundle [8℄.) On a onformal struture
of signature (p, q), the bundle EA admits an invariant metri hAB of
signature (p+1, q+1) and an invariant onnetion, whih we shall also
denote by ∇a, preserving hAB. In a onformal sale g, these are given
by
(4) hAB =

0 0 10 gab 0
1 0 0


and ∇a

αµb
τ

 =

 ∇aα− µa∇aµb + gabτ + Pabα
∇aτ − Pabµ
b

 .
It is readily veried that both of these are onformally well-dened, i.e.,
independent of the hoie of a metri g ∈ [g]. Note that hAB denes a
setion of EAB = EA ⊗ EB, where EA is the dual bundle of E
A
. Hene
we may use hAB and its inverse h
AB
to raise or lower indies of EA, E
A
and their tensor produts.
In omputations, it is often useful to introdue the `projetors' from
EA to the omponents E [1], Ea[1] and E [−1] whih are determined by
a hoie of sale. They are respetively denoted by XA ∈ EA[1], ZAa ∈
EAa[1] and YA ∈ EA[−1], where EAa[w] = EA⊗Ea⊗E [w], et. Using the
metris hAB and gab to raise indies, we dene X
A, ZAa, Y A. Then we
immediately see that
YAX
A = 1, ZAbZ
A
c = gbc,
and that all other quadrati ombinations that ontrat the trator
index vanish. In (3) note that α̂ = α and hene XA is onformally
invariant.
Given a hoie of onformal sale, the trator-D operator
DA : EB···E[w]→ EAB···E[w − 1]
is dened by
(5) DAV := (n+ 2w − 2)wYAV + (n+ 2w − 2)ZAa∇
aV −XAV,
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where V := ∆V + wJV . This also turns out to be onformally
invariant as an be heked diretly using the formulae above (or al-
ternatively there are onformally invariant onstrutions of D, see e.g.
[25℄).
The urvature Ω of the trator onnetion is dened by
[∇a,∇b]V
C = Ωab
C
EV
E
for V C ∈ EC . Using (4) and the formulae for the Riemannian urvature
yields
(6) ΩabCE = ZC
cZE
eCabce − 2X[CZE]
eAeab
We will also need a onformally invariant urvature quantity dened
as follows (f. [25, 26℄)
(7) WBC
E
F :=
3
n− 2
DAX[AΩBC]
E
F ,
where ΩBC
E
F := ZA
aZB
bΩbc
E
F . In a hoie of onformal sale, WABCE
is given by
(8)
(n− 4)
(
ZA
aZB
bZC
cZE
eCabce − 2ZA
aZB
bX[CZE]
eAeab
−2X[AZB]
bZC
cZE
eAbce
)
+ 4X[AZB]
bX[CZE]
eBeb,
where
Bab := ∇
cAacb + P
dcCdacb.
is known as the Bah tensor. From the formula (8) it is lear that
WABCD has Weyl tensor type symmetries. Another way to nd the
trator WABCD is through ommuting trator D-operators: for V
A ∈
EA we have
(9) [DA, DB]V
K = (n+ 2w − 2)WAB
K
LV
L + 6X[AΩBP ]
K
LD
PV L .
The trator eld WABCD has an important relationship to the ambient
metri of Feerman and Graham. For a onformal manifold of signature
(p, q) the ambient manifold [18℄ is a signature (p + 1, q + 1) pseudo-
Riemannian manifold with Q as an embedded submanifold. Suitably
homogeneous tensor elds on the ambient manifold, upon restrition to
Q, determine trator elds on the underlying onformal manifold [10℄.
In partiular, in dimensions other than 4, WABCD is the trator eld
equivalent to (n − 4)R|Q where R is the urvature of the Feerman-
Graham ambient metri.
Many natural onformal equations have elegant and useful interpre-
tation in terms of trators. A ase we will need below is the onformal
Killing equation. Reall that a tangent eld k is a onformal Killing
eld if, for any metri g in the onformal lass, there is a funtion λ
so that Lkg = λg. In terms of the Levi-Civita onnetion for g this
equation is given by
∇(akb)0 = 0,
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where (· · · )0 indiates the trae-free symmetri part. To nd the equiv-
alent trator expression we rst note that, as observed in [15℄, the
operator MA
a : Ea[w]→ EA[w − 1] given, in a onformal sale by
ua 7→ (n+ w − 2)ZA
aua −XA∇
aua,
is onformally invariant. We obtain the following:
Lemma 2.1. Solutions ka of the onformal Killing equation
∇(akb)0 = 0
are in 1-1 orrespondene with elds KB ∈ EB[1] suh that
(10) D(AKB) = 0
The orrespondene is given by
ka 7→
1
n
MBak
a
with inverse KB 7→ Z
BaKB.
Proof: Suppose that KB ∈ EB[1] satises D(AKB) = 0. Then 0 =
XAXBDAKB = nX
BKB. So KB takes the form ZB
bkb−XBρ for some
tangent eld kb and funtion ρ. But, using this, a short alulation
shows that DBKB = 0 implies that ρ = ∇
aka/n, that is
(11) KB = ZB
bkb −
1
n
XB∇
aka =
1
n
MBak
a.
Using this, and (4), (5) one again, we alulate that
(12)
D(AKB) = n
2∇(akb)0ZA
aZB
b
+ [(2− n)(∇b∇
ckc + nPbck
c)− n∆kb − nJkb]X(AZB)
b
− [∆∇ckc + nk
c∇bPbc + nPbc∇
bkc + J∇ck
c]XAXB.
Thus D(AKB) = 0 implies the vanishing of ∇(akb)0 .
Now let us assume that ∇(akb)0 = 0. It remains to show that the
last display vanishes. We have that
(13) ∇akb = µab + νgab
where µab = −µba. Dierentiating and using the Bianhi identity re-
veals that
∇aµbc = ∇cµba −∇bµca.
Substituting, on the right-hand side, for µ using (13), and using the
formula for the Riemannian urvature in terms of the Weyl urvature
and the Shouten tensor, we obtain
(14) ∇aµbc = gabρc − gacρb − Pabkc + Packb + Cbc
d
akd,
where ρc = −Pc
bkb − ∇cν. We use this result to replae ∇aµcb in the
expansion
∆kb = g
ac∇a∇ckb = g
ac∇aµcb +∇bν,
to obtain
∆kb = (n− 2)ρb − Jkb.
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On the other hand, from the denitions of ν and ρc we have
∇b∇ck
c = −nρb − nPbck
c.
Together these show that in the display (12) the oeient of X(AZB)
b
vanishes.
Next, ontrating (14) with gab and then taking a divergene es-
tablishes that ∇bρb = Jν. Using this it follows easily that ∆∇bk
b =
−2nJν−nkb(∇bJ) (after using a ontrated Bianhi identity and (13)).
Substituting this into (12) we see that the oeient ofXAXB also van-
ishes. 
Remark: The main result of the Lemma above an be seen to hold
without performing the expliit alulations desribed. We sketh the
idea. The dierential operator MBa given above is a dierential split-
ting operator. It is easily veried expliitly that there is also a dieren-
tial splitting operator SabABE(ab)0 [2] → E(AB). From the lassiation of
onformally invariant operators on the onformal sphere (see e.g. [17℄)
and the omposition series for E(AB) it follows easily that on the sphere
D(AMB)
aka − S
ab
AB∇(akb)0 = 0. In fat this also holds on onformally
urved strutures. Clearly the dierene must involve urvature. From
the onformal invariane it is not diult to argue that the identity
ould only fail to hold if there is some partial ontration involving at
most one use of ∇ and otherwise involving only (and non-trivially) one
power of the Weyl urvature, and also k linearly, and suh that this
partial ontration ould appear in the omposition series for E(AB).
From elementary invariant theory and weight onsiderations it is easily
veried that there is no suh partial ontration.
The result in the Lemma should be of some independent interest sine,
via the mahinery of [10, 23℄, it yields an ambient metri interpretation
of innitesimal onformal symmetries. Our immediate interest is that
it leads to a simple and suggestive proof of the following result.
Proposition 2.2. Solutions ka of the onformal Killing equation
∇(akb)0 = 0
are in 1-1 orrespondene with solutions KDE ∈ E[DE] of the equation
(15) ∇aKDE −KABX
AZBaΩabDE = 0.
The orrespondene is given by
ka 7→
1
n2
D[AMB]ak
a
with inverse KAB 7→ X
AZBaKAB.
If KAB is a parallel adjoint trator then k
a := XAZBaKAB is a on-
formal Killing vetor eld and hene, from (15), satises kaΩabDE = 0.
Proof: Suppose that KDE solves (15) or alternatively that KDE is
parallel. Sine XDΩabDE = 0 it follows that in either ase
XBZCc∇aKBC = 0.
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Expanding this out using (4) etetera and writing kc := X
BZCcKBC
we obtain
∇akc = µac + fgac
for some funtion f and skew 2-form µ of onformal weight 2.
Now for the opposite impliation, suppose that ka is a onformal
Killing vetor eld. From the Lemma KA :=
1
n
MA
aka satises
DAKB = −DBKA = nKAB,
where we have written KAB as a shorthand for
1
n2
D[AMB]ak
a
. This
implies
2nDAKBC = 2DADBKC = [DA, DB]KC + [DC , DA]KB + [DC , DB]KA.
Now note that, sine KBC has onformal weight 0, it follows immedi-
ately from (5) that XADAKBC = 0. Observe also that Z
A
a2nDAKBC
reovers 2n(n− 2)∇aKBC . Next from (9) we have
[DA, DB]KC = nWABCEK
E + 6X[AΩBP ]CED
PKE
= nWABCEK
E + 6nX[AΩBP ]CEK
PE .
Now let us onsider rst dimensions n 6= 4. In this ase we have
X[AΩBP ]CE =
1
n−4
X[AWBP ]CE, from (8), and so substituting this into
the last but one display, we have
2nDAKBC =2nWCBAQK
Q
+
6n
n− 4
(X[CWBS]AQ +X[AWBS]CQ +X[CWAS]BQ)K
SQ,
where we have used that W[BCA]Q = 0 to simplify. Expanding the skew
symmetrisations, in the display, we nd that 4 terms anel due to the
Weyl-tensor like symmetries of the W-trator (in partiular that these
imply that e.g. WASBQK
SQ
is skew). Contrating both sides with ZAa
and dividing by 2n brings us to
(n− 2)∇aKBC = Z
A
a(WCBAQK
Q +
2
n− 4
XSWCBAQK
SQ).
These terms ombine as XSK
SQ = KQ. But from (8), (11) and the
symmetries of W we have WCBAQK
QZAa = (n − 4)k
qΩqaBC and so
the right-hand side is exatly (n − 2)kqΩqaBC as required; that is we
obtain (15). For the alulation in dimension 4 the manoeuvre of re-
plaing X[AΩBP ]CE =
1
n−4
X[AWBP ]CE is not possible. In dimension 4
ontration with ZAa annihilates WCBAQ and we ome to
∇aKBC = 3Z
A
a(X[CΩBS]AQ +X[AΩBS]CQ +X[CΩAS]BQ)K
SQ.
Expanding this using (6), a straightforward alulation and use of the
symmetries of the Weyl tensor yields (15). 
Remark: The idea of the proof above is laried by onsidering the
onformally at ase. On onformally at strutures we have [DA, DB] =
0 when ating on any trator so DADBKC is symmetri on the index
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pair AB. On the other hand from the Lemma it is skew on the pair
index pair BC. Together these imply
DADBKC = 0 ⇒ ∇aDBKC = n∇aKBC = 0.
Finally note that sine the term KABX
AZBaΩabDE , on the left hand
side of (15), is linear in KAB, it follows that X
[AZB]aΩabDE may be
viewed as a ontorsion that modies the trator onnetion to a new
onformally invariant onnetion ∇˜ on the bundle E[AB]. Then se-
tions of E[AB] whih are parallel for ∇˜ are in 1-1 orrespondene with
onformal Killing vetor elds. ||||
2.2. Conformally Einstein manifolds. Reall that a onformal stru-
ture [g] is said to be onformally Einstein if there is a metri ĝ in the
onformal lass (i.e. ĝ ∈ [g]) suh that the Shouten tensor for ĝ is
pure trae. Let us use the term Einstein trator for a parallel standard
trator I with the property that XAI
A
is nowhere vanishing. We have
the following result.
Proposition 2.3. [20, 22℄ On a onformal manifold (M, [g]) there is a
1-1 orrespondene between onformal sales σ ∈ E [1], suh that gσ =
σ−2g is Einstein, and Einstein trators. The mapping from Einstein
sales to parallel trators is given by σ 7→ 1
n
DAσ while the inverse is
I
A 7→ XAI
A
.
It follows that if g is an Einstein metri and I the orresponding
trator then Ωbc
D
EI
E = [∇b,∇c]I
D = 0. Also sine I is parallel and of
weight 0 then, viewing it as a multipliation operator, we have [D, I] =
0. From (7) we have WA1A2
D
E =
3
n−2
DA0XA0ZA1
bZA2
cΩbc
D
E. Thus
WBCDEI
E = 0. On the other hand from (8) it follows that WBCDE has
Weyl tensor type symmetries. Thus, in summary:
(16) Ωbc
D
EI
E = 0, WBCDEI
E = 0, and IBWBCDE = 0.
2.3. Conformally related Einstein metris. There is an intimate
relationship between pairs of onformally related Einstein metris and
onformal Killing elds. A part of this story goes as follows.
Theorem 2.4. If g1 = (σ1)
−2g is an Einstein metri, then the onfor-
mally related metri g2 = (σ2)
−2g is an Einstein metri if and only if
the vetor eld
(17) ka := σ1∇
aσ2 − σ2∇
aσ1
is a onformal Killing vetor eld.
Proof: ⇒: Sine g1 and g2 are Einstein it follows from Proposition 2.3
that
I
A
1 :=
1
n
DAσ1 and I
A
2 :=
1
n
DAσ2
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are both parallel for the trator onnetion. Thus
(18) K
AB := IA1 I
B
2 − I
B
1 I
A
2
is a parallel adjoint trator. But, from the formula (5) for D, this has
primary part (i.e. kb := XAZB
b
K
AB
) given by
kb = σ1∇bσ2 − σ2∇bσ1
where∇b is the Levi-Civita onnetion for any metri g in the onformal
lass [g1] = [g2]. By Proposition 2.2 k
a
is a onformal Killing eld.
⇐: From expression (4), in setion 2.3 of [1℄, we have that g2 is Ein-
stein if and only if∇g1(a∇
g1
b)0
σ2+P
g1
(ab)0
σ2 = 0. Now reall that∇
g1
a σ1 = 0.
Using this and that σ1 is non-vanishing, we see that ∇(akb)0 = 0 implies
∇g1(a∇
g1
b)0
σ2 = 0. On the other hand sine g1 is Einstein P
g1
(ab)0
= 0. 
The Theorem above is lassial and probably due to Brinkmann [6℄.
Our treatment via trators is helpful for arguments whih follow. We
will also need the following.
Proposition 2.5. If the onformally related metris g1 = (σ1)
−2g and
g2 = (σ2)
−2g are both Einstein then
kaΩab
C
D = 0 and (∇
aσ1)(∇
bσ2)Ωab
C
D = 0,
where ka is the the onformal Killing vetor eld ka, as given in (17).
Proof: Let K be dened as in (18). Sine K is parallel it follows
immediately from Proposition 2.2 that ka satises
kaΩabCD = 0.
Next, using the shorthand µai := ∇
aσi, i = 1, 2, we have k
a =
σ1µ
a
2 − σ2µ
a
1 and
kaΩabCD = 0⇒ σ1µ
a
2ΩabCD = σ2µ
a
1ΩabCD ,
and so
σ1µ
b
1µ
a
2ΩabCD = σ2µ
b
1µ
a
1ΩabCD = 0,
sine ΩabCD is skew on the index pair ab. Thus
µa1µ
b
2ΩabCD = 0,
as laimed. 
Remark: Note that via (5) we an state the results of the Proposition
as follows: for Einstein trators I1 and I2 we have I
A
1 I
B
2 ZA
aZB
bΩab
C
D =
0 and IA1 I
B
2 X[AZB]
bΩbc
D
E = 0. ||||
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3. Conformal operators of Laplae type
Let us write E•[w] to indiate an any xed trator bundle or density
bundle of weight w.
Denition: On a onformally Einstein manifold with g = σ−2g an
Einstein metri we dene, for eah positive integer k, a dierential
operator
P gk : E
•[k − n/2]→ E•[−k − n/2]
by
(19) P gk f = (−1)
k−1σ1−kIA1 · · · IAk−1DA1 · · ·DAk−1f,
where IA =
1
n
DAσ. It follows easily from (5) that this has the form
P gk = ∆
k+lower order terms.
Sine the trator D-operator is onformally invariant on weighted
trator bundles and  is onformally invariant on trator bundles of
weight (1 − n/2) it follows that the omposition DA1 · · ·DAk−1 is
onformally invariant on E•[k − n/2]. Through the trator eld IA =
1
n
DAσ it would appear that the operator P
g
k depends on the hoie
of a partiular Einstein metri g = σ−2g from the onformal lass of
metris. The following theorem shows that in fat the operator P gk is a
anonial objet depending only on the onformal lass of onformally
Einstein metris.
Theorem 3.1. If g1 and g2 are two onformally related Einstein met-
ris then P
(g1)
k = P
(g2)
k
Proof: First note that if f ∈ E•[k − n/2] then DA1 · · ·DAk−1f has
weight 1 − n/2 and so, from the formula for the trator operator (5),
we have
(20) DA0DA1 · · ·DAk−1f = −XA0DA1 · · ·DAk−1f.
Thus if I is an Einstein trator orresponding to g = σ−2g then we
have
(21) P gk f = (−1)
kσ−kIA0IA1 · · · IAk−1DA0DA1 · · ·DAk−1f.
Consider a onformal manifold (M, g). Suppose that for i = 0, 1, · · · , k,
σi are (not neessarily distint) Einstein sales for the onformal stru-
ture g. That is
gi := σ
−2
i g is Einstein i = 0, 1, · · · , k.
Write Ii for the parallel trator orresponding to σi (in the sense of
Proposition 2.3) as i ranges over 0, · · · , k. In view of (21), to prove the
theorem it obviously sues to show that for any ℓ ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k− 1}
we have
(22)
σ−10 · · ·σ
−1
k−1I
A0
0 · · · I
Ak−1
k−1 DA0 · · ·DAk−1f
= σ˜−10 · · · σ˜
−1
k−1I˜
A0
0 · · · I˜
Ak−1
k−1 DA0 · · ·DAk−1f
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where σ˜ℓ = σk and I˜ℓ = Ik but otherwise, for i ∈ {0, · · · , k − 1} \ {ℓ}
we have σ˜i = σi and I˜i = Ii. Observe rst that from (20) this is lear in
the ase ℓ = 0 sine σ−10 I
A0
0 XA0 = 1 = σ
−1
k I
A0
k XA0 . But this proves the
general ase from the separate observation that there is an equality of
the form (22) if the tilded quantities on the right-hand-side are simply
a permutation of the untilded quantities on the left-hand-side.
To establish this last laim it sues to show that
I
A0
0 · · · I
Ak−1
k−1 DA0 · · ·DAℓ−1[DAℓ , DAℓ+1]DAℓ+2 · · ·DAk−1f
vanishes identially for ℓ ∈ {0, · · · , k − 2}. Now eah of the Ii has
weight 0 and is parallel and so ommutes with the trator-D operators.
A straightforward alulation veries that the generalisation of (9) to
arbitrary rank trators V ∈ ECE···F [w] may be expressed as follows (f.
[23℄)
[DA, DB]VCE···F =
(n + 2w − 2)[WABC
QVQE···F + 2wΩABC
QVQE···F
+4X[AΩB]
s
C
Q∇sVQE···F + · · ·+WABF
QVCE···Q
+2wΩABF
QVCE···Q + 4X[AΩB]
s
F
Q∇sVCE···Q],
where ΩB
s
C
Q := ZB
bΩb
s
C
Q
and, reall, ΩABC
Q := ZA
aZB
bΩabC
Q
. Thus
the result follows immediately from expression (16) and (the remark fol-
lowing) Proposition 2.5, whih together show that for any Einstein tra-
tors I1 and I2 we have I
A
1WABCD = 0, I
A
1 I
B
2 ΩABC
Q = 0 and IA1 I
B
2 X[AΩB]
s
F
Q =
0. 
The Theorem above shows that the operator P gk : E
•[k − n/2] →
E•[−k − n/2] is determined by the (onformally Einstein) onformal
struture; it does not otherwise depend on any hoie of metri from
the onformal lass. Thus it is reasonable to drop referene to a metri
in the notation and write simply Pk for this operator.
Remarks: In the ase of the theorem where f is simply a density there
is a simpler onlusion to the proof. We may use that [D, Ii] = 0 to
obtain
I
A0
0 · · · I
Ak−1
k−1 DA0 · · ·DAℓ−1[DAℓ , DAℓ+1]DAℓ+2 · · ·DAk−1f
= IA00 · · · I
Aℓ+1
ℓ+1 DA0 · · ·DAℓ−1 [DAℓ , DAℓ+1](I
Aℓ+2
ℓ+2 · · · I
Ak−1
k−1 DAℓ+2 · · ·DAk−1f)
and then simply use that
[DAℓ , DAℓ+1](I
Aℓ+2
ℓ+2 · · · I
Ak−1
k−1 DAℓ+2 · · ·DAk−1f) = 0
as [DA, DB] vanishes on densities.
In another diretion, sine the theorem holds for trator valued den-
sities one might hope that a oupled version of the theorem holds for
densities taking values in some other vetor bundle with onnetion.
One an ouple the trator onnetion and so obtain oupled onfor-
mally invariant trator-D operators on suh bundles and their weighted
variants. Note however that the general proof of the Theorem above
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does not obviously generalise to over suh ases sine it ritially uses
the relationship of the trator urvature to parallel trators. ||||
For eah hoie of onformal sale, the trator bundles deompose
into diret sums of weighted tensor bundles. So, at eah suh sale,
dierential operators between (weighted) trator bundles deompose
into a matrix of dierential operators between weighted tensor bun-
dles. A dierential operator between weighted trator bundles is said
to be a onformally invariant dierential operator if it is well-dened
on onformal strutures (i.e. is independent of a hoie of onformal
sale) and if also, for any metri from the onformal lass, the ompo-
nent operators, in the matrix of operators between tensor omponents,
are eah natural. Sometimes for emphasis we will term suh an oper-
ator a natural onformally invariant dierential operator). On general
onformal manifolds we have the following result.
Theorem 3.2. For every integer k ≥ 1 there exist natural onformally
invariant operators 
0
k : E
•[k−n/2]→ E•[−k−n/2] having leading term
∆k as follows: in odd dimensions for all k ≥ 1; in even dimensions for
1 ≤ k ≤ n/2 − 1, or if E•[k − n/2] = E [k − n/2] for 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2. In
any dimension if E•[k−n/2] = E [k−n/2] then 0k is a GJMS operator
k.
The operators 
0
k have trator formulae as follows:
(23)
(−1)k−1XA1 · · ·XAk−1
0
kU
= DA1 · · ·DAk−1U + P
•,k
A1···Ak−1
U,
where the dierential operator P•,k is a partial ontration polynomial
in X, D, W , h, and h−1. In every term of this partial ontration
at least one of the free indies A1, · · · , Ak−1 appears on a W . The
oeients in this polynomial are rational funtions of the dimension.
Proof: This theorem summarises seleted results from Theorem 4.1
and Theorem 4.14 of [24℄ exept for the last two statements. (The no-
tation 
0
k is from [24℄.) The laim onerning rationality is immediate
from the algorithm establishing the proofs of these theorems.
To establish the result onerning the plaement of the free indies
let us sketh how get to the formula (23). The operator 
0
k arises from
the power ∆
k
of the ambient Bohner Laplaian ∆ = ∇A∇A applied
to suitably homogeneous ambient tensors via arguments as in [23℄ (or
[24℄, and the reader should refer to these soures for further details and
the notation). In partiular we may follow the proedure established
in [23℄ for the ase of densities.
Let U˜ be the homogeneous (of weight k − n/2) ambient tensor orre-
sponding to the trator eld U .
Step 1: Observe that
∆DAk−1 · · ·DA1U˜ = ∆(2∇Ak−1−XAk−1∆) · · · (2(k−1)∇A1−XA1∆)U˜ .
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Expand this out via the distributive law without hanging the order of
any of the operators.
Step 2: Move all X's to the left of any ∇ or ∆ via the identities
[∇A,XB] = hAB and [∆,XA] = 2∇A (whih hold to all orders).
Step 3: Move all∆'s to the right of any∇'s (other than those impliit
in ∆) via the Rii identity. We thus obtain
(24)
(−1)k−1Xk−1∆kU˜ +
∑
hsXx(∇p1∆r1R) · · · (∇pd∆rdR)∇q∆rU˜ ,
where d ≥ 1 in eah term of the right-hand part and in eah suh
term at least one of the rd ourrenes of R has one of the indies
A1, · · · , Ak−1, as a free index. This last point is the key and follows
easily from the following observation: If [∇A,∆] vanishes formally
then, for i ∈ {1, · · · , k − 1},
∆
iDAiDAi+1 · · ·DAk−1U˜
= ∆i(2i∇Ai −XAi∆)DAi+1 · · ·DAk−1U˜
=
(
2i∆i∇Ai − 2(
i∑
j=1
∆
i−j
∇Ai∆
j)−XAi∆
i+1
)
DAi+1 · · ·DAk−1U˜
= −XAi∆
i+1DAi+1 · · ·DAk−1U˜ .
sine [∆,XAi] = 2∇Ai. Of ourse [∇Ai ,∆] does not in general van-
ish. On Rii-at manifolds the obstrution is a sum of terms eah of
the form −2RAi
P ♯∇P where the ♯ indiates the usual endomorphism
ation of the Riemannian urvature tensor. (Here we view the ambi-
ent Riemannian urvature RAB as an ambient 2-form with values in
endomorphisms of the ambient tangent bundle. The abstrat indies
indiate only the form indies.) In the further re-expression of terms
to the form (24) and then on to an ambient expression for the ur-
vature terms polynomial in X, R, D, h, and h−1 via step 5 of the
algorithm in [23℄ it is easily seen that the free index Ai remains on an
R. (Note that the only way free indies are moved from one ambient
tensor to another is via the RAB♯ ation.) Via the equivalene of suh
expressions with trator formulae as established in [10, 23℄ this yields
the laim in the theorem. 
In a general sale, the weighted tensor omponents of I are not nat-
ural tensors. Nevertheless it turns out that the Pk operators are often
natural, as follows.
Theorem 3.3. For a trator bundle E• the operator Pk : E
•[k−n/2]→
E•[−k − n/2] is the restrition to onformally Einstein strutures of a
natural onformally invariant dierential operator if one of the follow-
ing holds: n is odd and k ≥ 1, or if n even and 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2− 1, or if
n even, E•[k − n/2] = E [k − n/2] and 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2. If E•[k − n/2] =
E [k − n/2] the operator onerned is a GJMS operator. Otherwise the
operator is a (generalised GJMS) operator 
0
k as in Theorem 3.2 above.
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Proof: Let IA =
1
n
DAσ for and Einstein sale σ. Contrating I
A1 · · · IAk−1
into both sides of (23) we obtain
(−1)k−1σn−10kU = I
A1 · · · IAk−1DA1 · · ·DAk−1U.
We have used here that the terms of P•,k are annihilated. This is
lear in view of the result I
AWABCD = 0 and the following two points:
in every term of this partial ontration expressing P•,k at least one
of the free indies A1, · · · , Ak−1 appears on a W ; sine I is parallel
it ommutes with the operators D in the expression for P•,k. Thus
in any ase where the natural onformally invariant operators 
0
k are
dened, as listed in Theorem 3.2, we have that (on onformally Einstein
manifolds) Pk = 
0
k. 
Theorem 3.4. For an Einstein metri g, P gk : E
•[k−n/2]→ E•[−k−
n/2] is given by the formula
P gk =
k∏
l=1
(∆g − blJ
g),
where bl = (n/2 + l − 1)(n/2− l)(2/n), ∆
g
is the Laplaian for g and
Jg the trae of the Shouten tensor for g.
Proof: Aording to the denition (19) we have
P gk = (−1)
k−1σ1−kIA2 · · · IAkDA2 · · ·DAk ,
or equivalently (21):
P gk f = (−1)
kσ−kIA0IA1 · · · IAk−1DA0DA1 · · ·DAk−1f.
Sine I is parallel and of weight 0 it ommutes with the trator D-
operator. Thus we get
(25) Pk = (−1)
kσ−k(IA1DA1) · · · (I
AkDAk).
For an Einstein metri g, the parallel trator is given by [IA]g =
(σ, 0,− 1
n
Jσ) where σ ∈ E [1] is the onformal sale orresponding to
g. That is g = σ−2g. Now for U a trator of weight k − n/2,
(IAl+1DAl+1) · · · (I
AkDAk)U has onformal weight l − n/2. If U˜ is a
trator weight l − n/2 then we have
IAD
AU˜ = σ
(
−J/n 0 1
) (l − 1)(2l− n)U˜2(l − 1)∇aU˜
−∆U˜ − (l − n/2)JU˜

 ,
where on the right-hand-side I and DA are expressed in terms of the
metri g (i.e. the right-hand-side is [IA]g[D
AU˜ ]g) and ∆ := g
ab∇a∇b.
Exeuting the multipliation we obtain
IAD
AU˜ = −σ(∆− (n/2 + l − 1)(n/2− l)(2/n)J)U˜ = −σ(∆− blJ)U˜ .
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One again realling that ∇aσ = 0, from the denition of ∇ in the
sale σ, it follows that the operator Pk : E [k− n/2]→ E [−k− n/2] has
the form
Pk =
k∏
l=1
(∆− blJ).
This is the result laimed if we view Pk as an operator between density
weighted trators, Pk : E
•[k − n/2] → E•[−k − n/2]. The equivalent
(ovariant) operator between weight 0 trators is given by the ompo-
sition σk+n/2Pkσ
k−n/2
(where we view the powers of σ as multipliation
operators). One again we an move the σ's around using that the Levi-
Civita onnetion for g annihilates σ. Writing ∆g = gab∇a∇b = σ
2∆
and σ2J = Jg = gabPab the result laimed in the theorem is immediate.

Remark: From (25) above we see that Pk is essentially the power
(IA1DA1) · · · (I
AkDAk) of the Laplaian I
ADA. The aution to go with
this statement is that I
ADA has leading term −σ∆ (rather than ±∆)
and, also, sine this Laplaian I
ADA is sensitive to weight the ompo-
sition of these Laplaians is not stritly a power. ||||
Proof of Theorem 1.1: In [23℄ is shown that the GJMS operators,
i.e. the 
0
k ating on densities, fator through the trator D-operator
in the sense that in (23) P•,kA1···Ak−1U (for U ∈ E [k − n/2]) has the form
P˜•,kA1···Ak−1
BDBU . In partiular this is true in the ase that n is even,
k = n/2 and U a true funtion (i.e. a density of weight 0). There it is
also established that the Q-urvature is then obtained by replaing, in
the right hand-side of this speialisation of (23), the rightmost DU by
the standard trator Ig, whih is given in any sale g by the expliit
formula IgA := (n−2)YA−JXA. (See Setion 6.2 of [4℄ for the geometri
meaning of Ig and its relationship to the ambient onstrution of Q
there and in [19℄.)
That is
(−1)n/2−1XA1 · · ·XAn/2−1Q
= DA1 · · ·DAn/2−2I
g
An/2−1
+ P˜
•,n/2
A1···An/2−1
BIgB.
In the ase that g is Einstein we may ontrat both sides with the
(n/2− 1)st-power of the orresponding parallel trator I. This yields
Q = (−1)n/2−1σ1−n/2IA2 · · · IAn/2DA2 · · ·DAn/2−1I
g
An/2
,
sine from P
•,n/2
A1···An/2−1
f = P˜
•,n/2
A1···An/2−1
BDBf and Theorem 3.2 it is lear
that I
A1 · · · IAn/2−1P˜
•,n/2
A1···An/2−1
B = 0. Thus, one again using that I
ommutes with the trator D-operators, we ome to
Q = (−1)n/2−1σ1−n/2(IA2DA2) · · · (I
An/2−1DAn/2−1)(I
An/2IgAn/2).
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Now IgA has onformal weight −1 and so I
An/2IgAn/2 = 2(1 − n)σJ/n,
where J is the g-trae of the Shouten tensor for g. Arguing otherwise
as in the proof of the previous theorem gives
Q =
2(1− n)
n
( n/2−1∏
l=1
(∆− blJ)
)
J .
Sine ∇J = 0 this simplies at one to
Q = (−1)n/2
2(n− 1)
n
Jn/2
n/2−1∏
l=1
bl.
Here we have viewed Q as a density of weight −n. But multiplying
by σn and then absorbing these via Jg = σ2J = gabPab we obtain the
same formal expression exept we will write Qg to mean the funtion
equivalent to Q. Finally using that Jg = Scg/(2(n − 1)), inserting
bl = (n/2 + l − 1)(n− 2)/n and re-arranging we obtain (1). 
4. Naturality and related issues beyond the
obstrution
Theorem 3.3 established that in odd dimensions, and for suiently
small k in even dimensions, the Pk are natural onformally invariant
dierential operators. On the other hand Theorem 3.4 shows that when
expressed in terms of an Einstein metri g then the P gk are given by
natural (and very simple) formulae, for all positive integers k. The
remaining issue is whether, in the ase of even dimensions and large
k (i.e. k outside the range overed by Theorem 3.3), the Pk may
be given by a natural formula in terms of an arbitrary metri from
the (onformally Einstein) onformal equivalene lass. Note that on
onformally at strutures there is suh a formula in all ases.
Here we onsider the naturality issue and an expliit veriation of
Theorem 3.1 for a spei ase viz. P6 ating on densities. Note that
in dimension 4 this is a large k (in the sense desribed above) ase. Let
us rst onsider all other dimensions. From [23℄ we have the formula
(26) (n− 4)XAXB
0
3f = (n− 4)DADBf + 2WA
C
B
EDCDEf
for f ∈ E [3 − n/2] and dimensions n 6= 4. This formula holds for
any onformal struture. Now suppose that we have a onformally
Einstein manifold and that I is an Einstein trator orresponding to
a(n Einstein) sale σ. Contrating I into both free trator indies of
(26) gives
(n− 4)03f = (n− 4)σ
−2
I
A
I
B
DADBf = (n− 4)P3f ,
sine (from (16))
(27) I
A
I
BWA
C
B
E = 0,
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and I
AXA = σ. Thus in dimensions other than 4 we have 
0
3f = P3f
and P3f is a natural operator as laimed in Theorem 3.3.
To simplify the subsequent disussion let us alulate in some sale
g and agree to write all natural operators as ontrations or partial
ontrations involving universal polynomials in (Levi-Civita) ovariant
derivatives with oeients depending polynomially on the onformal
metri, its inverse, the Weyl tensor tensor, the Shouten tensor and
their ovariant derivatives. With these onventions note that, from the
formulae (5) and (8), the trator D-operator and the W-Trator are
polynomial in the dimension n. Thus the right hand of (26) side is
given by a universal formula that is polynomial in n.
First let us observe it is straightforward to extrat from (26) a for-
mula for 
0
3 (in dimensions n 6= 4). This formula sheds some light on
the diulties in dimension 4. Using (8), (5) and (4) we have
(28) Y BY C(2WB
S
C
TDSDT f) = 8B
cd(2∇c∇df − (n− 6)Pcdf).
So from (26) we obtain the expression
(29) 
0
3f = Nf +
8
n− 4
Bcd(2∇c∇df − (n− 6)Pcdf),
where we note that the dierential operator Nf := Y AY BDADBf is
polynomial in n and natural. (For the last point note that from (5) it is
lear that D is natural therefore so are its iterations. Contrating with
Y AY B simply extrats a omponent whih is neessarily natural by the
denition of naturality for trator operators.) In general, the term on
far right of the display is undened in dimension 4, and so, in some
sense, it is this that prevents 
0
3 from yielding a onformally invariant
operator in dimension 4. It follows from (8) that in dimension 4 the
expression (28) is a (oupled) onformal invariant.
Observe that in the expression (8), forWABCE , eah term has a fator
of (n − 4) exept for one whih involves the Bah tensor Beb. Let us
suppose now, and heneforth, that we are on a onformally Einstein
struture and that I is a parallel trator orresponding to an Einstein
metri g = σ−2g. In this ase we have (16), and expanding the identity
WBCDEI
E = 0 (see [22℄ for details) we obtain that
Bcd = (4− n)σ
−1Acde∇
eσ.
Substituting this into (8) we obtain that
WABCE = (n− 4)W˜ABCE
where W˜ABCE is dened to be
ZA
aZB
bZC
cZE
eCabce − 2ZA
aZB
bX[CZE]
eAeab
−2X[AZB]
bZC
cZE
eAbce − 4X[AZB]
bX[CZE]
eσ−1Aeba∇
aσ .
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Note that we have I
A
I
BW˜A
C
B
E = 0 as a tautologial identity. Now
onsider
(30) DADBf + 2W˜A
C
B
EDCDEf.
It follows from (26) that, in dimensions n 6= 4, this is an expression
for XAXB
0
3f . Thus, in these dimensions, it has the property that
ontration by a produt of any pair of projetors (XAXB, XAZBb
and so forth) annihilates it, with the exeption of Y AY B. Now as an
operator on f and σ, (30) is a natural operator given by a universal
formula polynomial in the dimension n. It follows that, in fat, in all
dimensions it has the property that ontration by a produt of any
pair of projetors, other than Y AY B, annihilates it. Thus (30) denes
an operator P˜3 on E [3− n/2] by
XAXBP˜3f = DADBf + 2W˜A
C
B
EDCDEf.
Now ontrating I onto both free indies and using that I
A
I
BW˜A
C
B
E =
0 we see that in all dimensions P˜3 = P3. On the other hand, using this
and ontrating the projetor Y onto both free indies we obtain an
expliit formula for P3
(31) P3f = Nf − 8A
cde(σ−1∇eσ)(2∇c∇df − (n− 6)Pcdf),
where, as above, Nf = Y AY BDADBf . The right-hand side of the
display is given by a natural expression if we alulate in the Einstein
sale σ (i.e. σ−2g so that ∇eσ = 0) but apparently, in dimension 4,
annot be re-expressed as a natural formula for a general metri g from
the (onformally Einstein) onformal lass.
Finally note that if (σ1)
−2g and (σ2)
−2g are two Einstein metris
then
Acde(σ2∇eσ1 − σ1∇eσ2) = 0,
where the Cotton tensor Acde is for any metri g in the onformal lass.
Using (6) this is an easy onsequene of (σ2∇
aσ1−σ1∇
aσ2)ΩabCD = 0,
from Proposition 2.5. Thus, in (31), Acde(σ−1∇eσ) is independent of
whih Einstein sale we use. (Note that in dimensions other than 4
this is already lear from the identity Bcd = (4 − n)σ
−1Acde∇
eσ sine
Bcd is natural.) This veries expliitly in this ase the general result of
Theorem 3.1.
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